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Abstract— Modernizing healthcare industry's move towards 

processing massive health records, and to access those for 

analysis and put into action will greatly increases the 

complexities. [1] Due to the growing unstructured nature of 

Big Data form health industry, it is necessary to structure 

and emphasis its size into nominal value with possible 

solution. Healthcare industry faces many challenges that 

make us to know the importance to develop the data 

analytics. In this paper we presented that how HIVE 

(hierarchy of international vengeance and extermination) 

processed and analyzed the diabetic data set with the help of 

SQL like HIVEQL. HIVE reduced the complexity to many 

folds.  No need to write big and complex programs in java. 

HIVE structured the data and also queried the data in a very 

small amount of the time. HIVE managed big data easily 

and supported data loading, tables, partitions, join 

aggregation etc. HIVE includes a system catalog- Metastore 

that contains schemas and statistics which proved beneficial 

in processing, analyzing big data, query optimization and 

query compilation. Analyses of the diabetic data to perform 

the Outpatient Monitoring and Management of Insulin 

Dependent Diabetes Mellitus (IDDM) set using HIVE as a 

warehousing tool resulted in providing an efficient way to 

cure and care the patients and in deriving some interesting 

facts such as helping the hospital management to arrange the 

medical equipments, staff, labs etc based on the frequency 

of the arrival of the patients on daily, monthly as well as 

yearly basis. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Big Data: Definition 

The term ‘Big Data’ describes innovative techniques and 

technologies to capture, store, distribute, manage and 

analyze petabyte- or larger-sized datasets with high-velocity 

and different structures. In order to process these large 

amounts of data in an inexpensive and efficient way, 

parallelism is used. Big Data is a data whose scale, diversity, 

and complexity require new architecture, techniques, 

algorithms, and analytics to manage it and extract value and 

hidden knowledge from it. Hadoop is the core platform for 

structuring Big Data, and solves the problem of making it 

useful for analytics purposes. Hadoop is an open source 

software project that enables the distributed processing of 

large data sets across clusters of commodity servers. It is 

designed to scale up from a single server to thousands of 

machines, with a very high degree of fault tolerance. 

B. Big Data Lifecycle 

Major steps involved in Big Data Lifecycle [2] are as 

follows : 

1) Data Ingestion 

It is the process of having raw data and adding the same to 

the system. Ingestion of data depends on quality,format of 

the data and how long it will take to reach the desired state 

before processing. 

2) Data Storage 

Because of large volume of data, availability requirements 

and distributed computing layer makes more complex 

storage systems necessary. Solutions like Apache Hadoop's 

HDFS filesystem allow large quantities of data to be written 

across multiple nodes in the cluster. This ensures that the 

data can be accessed by compute resources, can be loaded 

into the cluster's RAM for in-memory operations, and can 

gracefully handle component failures. 

3) Data Analysis 

Once the data is available, the system can begin processing 

the data to surface actual information.  Data is often 

processed repeatedly, to surface different types of insight. 

4) Results Visualization 

Visualizing data is one of the most useful ways to spot 

trends and make sense of a large number of data points. One 

popular way of visualizing data is with the Elastic Stack, 

formerly known as the ELK stack. Composed of Logstash 

for data collection, Elasticsearch for indexing data, and 

Kibana for visualization. 

Figure1 describes the Big data lifecycle. 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEMS 

This section briefly describes the characteristics of Diabetes 

Data set, Hadoop, Hive and HDFS. 

A. Diabetes Data Set 

Diabetic Mellitus (DM) is one of the Non Communicable 

Diseases (NCD), is a major health hazard in developing 

countries such as India. The acute nature of DM is 

associated with long term complications and numerous of 

health disorders [7]. There are three main types of this 

disease. 

 
Fig. 1 : Big Data Lifecycle 

Type1 DM results from the body's failure to 

produce insulin, and presently requires the person to inject 

insulin. This form is referred as Insulin - Dependent 

Diabetes Mellitus (IDDM). This can either be due to a) low 

or absent production of insulin by the beta islet cells of the 

pancreas subsequent to an auto-immune attack or b) insulin-

resistance, typically associated with older age and obesity, 
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which leads to a relative insulin-deficiency even though the 

insulin levels might be normal.  

Type 2 DM results from insulin resistance, a 

condition in which cells fail to use insulin properly, 

sometimes combined with an absolute insulin deficiency. 

This form was previously referred to as Non-Insulin - 

Dependent Diabetes Mellitus (NIDDM).  

The third main form, gestational diabetes occurs 

when pregnant women without a previous diagnosis of 

diabetes develop a high blood glucose level. It may precede 

development of type 2 DM. It was estimated that 61.3 

million people aged 20-79 years live with diabetes at 2011 

in India. This number was expected to increase to 101.2 

million by 2030. 

In this paper, analysis is done on Insulin Dependent 

Diabetes Mellitus(IDDM) - Type1 Diabetes data set. 

1) Characteristics of Diabetes data set 

Diabetes files consist of four fields per record. [3] Each field 

is separated by a tab and each record is separated by a 

newline.  

File Names and format:  

1) Date in MM-DD-YYYY format  

2) Time in XX:YY format  

3) Code  

4) Value 

The Code field is deciphered as follows:  

33 = Regular insulin dose  

34 = NPH insulin dose  

35 = UltraLente insulin dose  

48 = Unspecified blood glucose measurement  

57 = Unspecified blood glucose measurement  

58 = Pre-breakfast blood glucose measurement  

59 = Post-breakfast blood glucose measurement  

60 = Pre-lunch blood glucose measurement  

61 = Post-lunch blood glucose measurement  

62 = Pre-supper blood glucose measurement  

63 = Post-supper blood glucose measurement  

64 = Pre-snack blood glucose measurement  

65 = Hypoglycemic symptoms  

66 = Typical meal ingestion  

67 = More-than-usual meal ingestion  

68 = Less-than-usual meal ingestion  

69 = Typical exercise activity  

70 = More-than-usual exercise activity  

71 = Less-than-usual exercise activity  

72 = Unspecified special event 

B. Architecture of Proposed System 

The diabetic data set is given as input to the system, which 

comprises of hive. The raw data is just a file consisting of 

comma separated values, for the first time when we look 

into it, it just looks like a junk of data. But a proper analysis 

of this data set will reveal some interesting facts. The raw 

input is given as input to hive, the data set is analysed and 

partitioned based on different attribute, one is based on 

diagnosis and curing of patients based on the Blood Glucose 

(BG) and other is based on the management approach which 

helps the hospital management to avail the details of the 

patients and frequency of their occurring on daily, monthly 

and yearly basis which helps in deciding the no. of medical 

equipments, staff, machines, lab required as an output which 

is obtained from hive is well formatted data which helps 

management in decision making. 

 
Fig. 2: Figure of metrics 

C. HADOOP: Solution for Big Data Processing 

Hadoop is a Programming framework used to support the 

processing of large data sets in a distributed computing 

environment. Hadoop was developed by Google’s 

MapReduce that is a software framework where an 

application break down into various parts.[6] The Current 

Appache Hadoop ecosystem consists of the Hadoop Kernel, 

MapReduce, HDFS and numbers of various components 

like Apache Hive, Base and Zookeeper. HDFS and 

MapReduce are explained in following points. 

 
Fig. 3: Hadoop Architecture 

D. HDFS: HADOOP DISTRIBUTED FILE SYSTEM 

Hadoop includes a fault tolerant storage system called the 

Hadoop Distributed File System, or HDFS. HDFS is able to 

store huge amounts of information, scale up incrementally 

and survive the failure of significant parts of the storage 

infrastructure without losing data. Hadoop creates clusters 

of machines and coordinates work among them. Clusters can 

be built with inexpensive computers. If one fails, Hadoop 

continues to operate the cluster without losing data or 

interrupting work, by shifting work to the remaining 

machines in the cluster. In HDFS (hadoop distributed file 

system), data is stored into blocks of data. The default size 

of each data block is 128 MB. Also same blocks of data are 

replicated across multiple nodes to provide reliability with 

help of data nodes and also to increase the performance 

during map reduce jobs. [5] The name node is a master node 

which give instructions and directs the data nodes. Map 

reduce provides mechanism that enable access to each nodes 
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in the cluster. HIVE provides the reliability to create and 

query data on a large scale with familiar SQL based 

language called HIVEQL. Data is loaded in batch and then 

queries are executed to answer strategic buiseness questions. 

Tables are organized through HIVE. When a table is created 

through hive a directory is created in hdfs on each node that 

represents the data for the table are created on each of the 

nodes and the metadata keeps track of where the files that 

make up each table are located. These files are located in 

directory with name of the tables in HDFS in the 

/user/hive/warehouse folder by default. 

 
Fig. 4: HDFS Architecture 

III. MAP REDUCE ARCHITECTURE 

The processing pillar in the Hadoop ecosystem is the 

MapReduce framework. The framework allows the 

specification of an operation to be applied to a huge data set, 

divide the problem and data, and run it in parallel. From an 

analyst’s point of view, this can occur on multiple 

dimensions. For example, a very large dataset can be 

reduced into a smaller subset where analytics can be 

applied. In a traditional data warehousing scenario, this 

might entail applying an ETL operation on the data to 

produce something usable by the analyst. In Hadoop, these 

kinds of operations are written as MapReduce jobs in Java. 

There are a number of higher level languages like Hive and 

Pig that make writing these programs easier. The outputs of 

these jobs can be written back to either HDFS or placed in a 

traditional data warehouse. There are two functions in 

MapReduce as follows: map – the function takes key/value 

pairs as input and generates an intermediate set of key/value 

pairs reduce – the function which merges all the 

intermediate values associated with the same intermediate 

key 

 
Fig. 5: Map Reduce Architecture 

IV. EXPERIMENT 

A. Experiment setup 

For analyzing of Diabetes data, single noded cluster is used. 

Experiment setup Includes installation and setting up 

environment variables for the following on UBUNTU 16.04 

machine as a local machine: 

1) Java (Version 8) 

2) Haddop – (Version - 2.6.5) 

3) SSH – Hadoop requires ssh access to manage its node. 

For our single node setup of Hadoop, we need to 

configure SSH access to localhost. 

4) Hive (Version – 2.1.1 ) 

5) Derby (Version - 10.13.1.1) as a metastore – The 

component that stores the system catalog and metadata 

about tables, columns, partitions etc. 

B. Experiment Analysis Of Data Using Hive Ql : Query 

Implementation 

1) Example of DDL OPERATIONS 

a) CREATE DATABASE/SCHEMA and TABLES 

hive> create schema diabetes_wh; [11] 

OK 

Time taken: 0.08 seconds 

Creating Non-Partitioned Table : DosesCheck 

hive> CREATE TABLE diabetes_wh.DosesCheck 

 > (Month STRING , 

 > Day STRING , 

 > Year STRING , 

.> Time STRING , 

> Code STRING , 

.> Value STRING, 

 > PatientId STRING)  

 >ROW FORMAT SERDE 

'org.apache.hadoop.hive.contrib.serde2.RegexSerDe' 

WITH SERDEPROPERTIES ( 

"input.regex" = "(.+)\-(.+)\-(.+)\t(.+)\t(.+)\t(.+)\t(.+)$", 

"output.format.string" = "%1$s %2$s %3$s %4$s %5$s 

%6$s %7$s" 

) ; 

OK 

Time taken: 2.578 seconds 

2) Creating Non Partitioned table : PatientDetails  

hive> CREATE TABLE patientDetails 

    > (PatientId STRING , 
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    > PatientName STRING , 

    > Age STRING , 

    > Gender STRING ) 

    > ROW FORMAT SERDE 

'org.apache.hadoop.hive.serde2.RegexSerDe' 

    > WITH SERDEPROPERTIES ( 

    > "input.regex" = "(.+)\t(.+)\t(.+)\t(.+)$", 

    > "output.format.string" = "%1$s %2$s %3$s %4$s" 

    > ) ; 

OK 

Time taken: 0.725 seconds 

3) Creating Partitioned Table : Doses 

Hive > CREATE TABLE Doses 

> (Time STRING , 

> Code INT , 

> Value INT, 

> PatientId INT)  

> PARTITIONED BY (Year INT, Month INT, Day INT) 

> ROW FORMAT DELIMITED FIELDS TERMINATED 

BY '\t'  

> STORED AS TEXTFILE; 

OK 

Time taken: 0.862 seconds 

4) DESCRIBE DATABASE/SCHEMAS, TABLE_NAME 

hive> desc patientDetails; [11] 

OK 

patientid               string                  from deserializer 

patientname         string                  from deserializer 

age                       string                  from deserializer 

gender                  string                  from deserializer 

Time taken: 0.158 seconds, Fetched: 4 row(s) 

5) Show Database/Schemas, Tabes, Partitions. 

hive> show partitions dosecheck2; [11] 

OK 

Year=1988/month=1/day=1 

. . . 

year=1991/month=9/day=21 

year=1991/month=9/day=22 

year=1991/month=9/day=23 

year=1991/month=9/day=24 

year=1991/month=9/day=25 

… 

Time taken: 0.36 seconds 

6) MSCK Repair Table 

MSCK REPAIR TABLE table_name; [11] 

7) Drop Database/Schema, Table 

Hive> drop table if exists stg_diabetes.DosesCheck; 

OK 

Time taken: 1.784 seconds 

C. Example of DML OPERATIONS 

1) Partitioning in Hive 

A simple query in Hive reads the entire dataset even if we 

have where clause filter. This becomes a bottleneck for 

running MapReduce jobs over a large table.[8] We can 

overcome this issue by implementing partitions in Hive. 

Hive makes it very easy to implement partitions by using the 

automatic partition scheme when the table is created. 

In Hive’s implementation of partitioning,[14] data 

within a table is split across multiple partitions. Each 

partition corresponds to a particular value(s) of partition 

column(s) and is stored as a sub-directory within the table’s 

directory on HDFS [13]. When the table is queried, where 

applicable, only the required partitions of the table are 

queried, thereby reducing the I/O and time required by the 

query.  

2) Working  

Input : Comma separated txt / csv files 

Processing : Data is analyzed and using partitioning in 

HIVE, partitioned table is created and data from text files 

are first loaded into the non-partitioned table and then values 

are inserted into Partitioned table.  

Loading csv/txt data to a partitioned table involves below 

mentioned two steps: [8] 

Load csv file to a non-partitioned table. 

Load non-partitioned table data to partitioned table. 

Output : Stored as files in HDFS store. 

a) Input Raw Files : PatientDetails.csv 

 
Fig. 6: Input raw file in CSV format 

Input file as tab separated in text format: PtientDetails.txt  

 
Fig. 7: Input raw file in txt format 

b) Loading Data from text file into non-partitioned 

table DosesCheck 

LOAD DATA LOCAL INPATH "/tmp/data-02.txt" 

OVERWRITE INTO TABLE diabetes_wh.DosesCheck; 

[11] 

Load non-partitioned table DosesCheck data to partitioned 

table Doses. 

Non Partitioned Table : DosesCheck 

Partitioned Table : Doses 

Before Inserting we need to set below listed properties : 

SET hive.support.sql.reserved.keywords=false;   

SET hive.exec.dynamic.partition = true; 

SET hive.exec.dynamic.partition.mode = nonstrict; 

SET hive.exec.max.dynamic.partitions = 10000; 

SET hive.exec.max.dynamic.partitions.pernode=10000; 

Insertion : 

Inserting data finally into partitioned table : Doses using the 

below query. 
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INSERT OVERWRITE TABLE Doses PARTITION(Year, 

Month, Day) SELECT Time, Code, Value, 

ceil(rand(100)*50), Year, Month, Day FROM 

diabetes_wh.DosesCheck; [11] 

c) Input file in HDFS store 

UI Results: HDFS Location [13] 

/user/hive/warehouse/diabetes_wh.db/dosescheck/ 

 
Fig. 8: Input file at HDFS Location 

D. Experimental results: Conclusion 

In this research we have used hive with the purpose of 

analysing the diabetes data set. Hive is a Data Warehousing 

Solution built on top of Hadoop.[5] It Provides SQL-like 

query language named HiveQL. It is used for querying 

tables which are stored as flat files on Hadoop Distributed 

File system (HDFS) with complete Meta data repository. It 

helps in translating HiveQL statements into a set of map 

reduce jobs which are then executed on a Hadoop Cluster. 

To support features like schemas and data partitioning, Hive 

keeps the metadata in a relational database [14]. In Hadoop 

to know about the contents of the HDFS one needs to write 

Map Reduce programs. Whereas hive supports a data model 

using standard tables with rows and columns. Importantly it 

supports partitioning the table on a particular dimension. For 

example we have stored the BloodGlucose value according 

to the code and partitioned the details on year, month and 

day basis which resulted into the details of frequency of 

patients occurring daily, monthly and yearly basis. Also it 

helped the doctor to diagnose the patients efficiently by 

prescribing the diet, exercise and insulin dose based on the 

bloodGlucose figures observed. This allows to later creating 

queries on an organized data model. 

1) Creating Non-Partitioned Table: DosesCheck 

 
Fig. 9: Doses Check Table Creation Query 

2) Creating Non Partitioned table: PatientDetails 

Fig. 10: Patient Details 

3) Creating Partitioned Table: Doses 

 
Fig. 11: Doses 

4) Describe Database/Schemas, Table Name 

 
Fig. 12: Describing table: patient Details 

 

5) Input file in HDFS store:  

After inserting all the data into Partition Table: Doses 

6) Yearly Partitions:  

HDFS Location shows all the data we populated from the 

year1988 to 1991. 

 
Fig. 13: Partition on year basis 

7) Monthly Partitions: 

Results of year 1990, consists of data for all of the months 

of the year 1990. We produced the monthly partitions from 

January1990 to December1990. 
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Fig. 13: Partition on the basis of months 

V. FUTURE WORK 

Hadoop has two major components HDFS and MapReduce. 

HDFS is storage and MapReduce is programming 

framework. 

Spark is framework for performing general data 

analytics on distributed computing cluster like hadoop. It 

provides in memory computations for increase speed and 

data process over Mapreduce. It runs on top of existing 

hadoop cluster and access hadoop data store (HDFS), can 

also process structured data in Hive and Streaming data 

from HDFS,Flume,Kafka,Twitter. We can run Spark 

independently as well as we can run it on top of hadoop. 

Hadoop uses mapReduce job to perform the operations. 

Spark can be used instead of traditional map/reduce job. 

Spark is 100X fast when compared to map reduce. 

In Hadoop, The HDFS uses MapReduce to process 

and analyze data. Mapreduce takes a backup of all the data 

in a physical server, after each operation. This is done 

because the data stored in a RAM is volatile as compared to 

that which is stored onto a physical server. On the other 

hand, Spark copies most of the data from a physical server 

onto a RAM. This is called the “in-memory” operation, and 

it is what makes Spark more quickly than Hadoop’s 

MapReduce system because it reduces the time required to 

interact with server [9]. Spark uses a system called 

“Resillient Distributed Datasets” to recover data, whenever 

there is a failure. 

A. Comparison between Spark and Hadoop MapReduce 

1) Speed: Spark is fast in speed as it runs applications in 

Hadoop clusters up to 100x faster in memory and 10x 

faster on disk and it is made possible by reducing 

number of read/write cycle to disk and storing 

intermediate data in-memory.But Hadoop Map reduce 

reads and writes from disk that slows down the 

processing speed. 

2) Reduced difficulty level: Spark is easy to program as it 

has tons of high level operators with RDD – Resilient 

Distributed Dataset. 

3) Easy to Manage: Spark is capable of performing Batch, 

interactive and Machine Learning and Streaming all in 

the same cluster, making it a complete data analytics 

engine. Thus no need to manage different component 

for each requirements, Install Spark on a cluster will be 

sufficient to handle all the requirements. On the other 

hand MapReduce only provides batch engine, we are 

dependent on different engines (Storm, Giraph, Impala, 

etc.) for other requirements. It is very difficult to 

manage multiple components. 

4) Real time analysis: Spark can process real time data ie 

data coming from the real-time event streams at the rate 

of millions of events per second, e.g. Twitter data for 

instance or facebook sharing / posting. Spark’s strength 

is ability to process live streams efficiently. On contrary 

to which MapReduce fails when it comes to real time 

data processing as it was designed to perform batch 

processing on voluminous amounts of data. 

5) Latency: Spark provides low latency computing where 

as Hadoop Map Reduce is a high latency computing 

framework. 

6) spark can process data interactively and can process real 

time data thorough spark streaming but with Mapreduce 

you can only process data in batch mode. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Spark will not replace the Hadoop entirely but enhance the 

processing speed to a large extent as Spark is 100X fast 

when compared to map reduce, so as a future work will try 

and process / analyze the diabetes data set using spark to 

reduce the complexities and increase the computation speed. 
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